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CISSP: Certified Information Systems Security Professional Study GuideSybex, 2008
Here's the book you need to prepare for the CISSP exam from (ISC)2. Written by a team of experienced security experts who know exactly what it takes to pass the test, this Study Guide provides:
Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official test domains Hundreds of challenging practice questions, in the book...
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The Essentials of Computer Organization and ArchitectureJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2003

	The Essentials of Computer Organization and Architecture provides a one-semester introduction to computer organization and architecture. Created in direct correlation to the ACM-IEEE Computing Curricula 2001 guidelines, this text exposes the inner working of a modern digital computer through an integrated presentation of fundamental...
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AutoCAD LT 2006: The Definitive Guide (Wordware Applications Library)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2005
AutoCAD LT 2006: The Definitive Guide introduces the newest version of AutoCAD LT and guides the reader through tutorials for creating landscape drawings and electrical schematics. The tutorials demonstrate setting up new drawings and using basic drawing and editing commands, and then progress to intermediate concepts such as dimensioning, block...
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Cooperative Task-Oriented Computing: Algorithms and ComplexityMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Cooperative network supercomputing is becoming increasingly popular for harnessing the power of the global Internet computing platform. A typical Internet supercomputer consists of a master computer or server and a large number of computers called workers, performing computation on behalf of the master. Despite the simplicity and benefits of...
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A Practical Guide to Managing Information Security (Artech House Technology Management Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This groundbreaking book helps you master the management of information security, concentrating on the proactive recognition and resolution of the practical issues of developing and implementing IT security for the enterprise. Drawing upon the authors' wealth of valuable experience in high-risk commercial environments, the work focuses on the need...
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America's Secret Establishment: An Introduction to the Order of Skull & BonesTrine Day, 2004


	The book began with an anonymous donation to the author of an 8-inch package of documents in the early

	1980s. Nothing less than the membership list and supporting documents for a truly secret society the Yale Skull and

	Bones.





	The late Johnny Johnson, of Phoenix Arizona was the spark that moved me to write first a...
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Career Command Through Filipino Martial ArtsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Are you ready to advance your career like a warrior? Are you ready to get a promotion and a raise without sacrificing your integrity? Are you ready to fall back in love with your job? Dr. Bryan Stoops is an educator and professional martial artist. Bryan has over fifteen years of experience in K12, both as a teacher and administrator in places...
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php|architect's Zend PHP 5 Certification Study GuideMarco Tabini, 2006
Zend's new PHP 5 Certification Exam represent an excellent tool for professional  PHP developers who want to distinguish themselves in their field.  php|architect's Zend PHP 5 Certification Study Guide, edited and produced by  the publishers of php|architect magazine, provides the most comprehensive and  thorough preparation tool for developers who...
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Chip Multiprocessor Architecture: Techniques to Improve Throughput and LatencyMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2007
Chip multiprocessors — also called multi-core microprocessors or CMPs for short — are now the only way to build high-performance microprocessors, for a variety of reasons. Large uniprocessors are no longer scaling in performance, because it is only possible to extract a limited amount of parallelism from a typical instruction stream...
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Love 'Em or Lose 'Em, Sixth Edition: Getting Good People to StayBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2021

	This sixth edition of the number one bestselling employee retention book in the world (over 800,000 copies sold) puts a new emphasis on diversity and inclusion but keeps the same appealing format: twenty-six simple strategies from A to Z.

	

	Despite booms and busts, technology advances, talent wars, layoffs, and even a...
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Conspiracy in Camelot: The Complete History of the Assassination of John Fitzgerald KennedyAlgora Publishing, 2003
Those not already deeply immersed in recondite Kennedy assassination lore will find this offering by Kroth-an associate professor of counseling psychology at Santa Clara University, and a contributor to CounterPunch, a biweekly "muckraking newsletter"-well over the top. Advertised as an "objective" look at the myriad conspiracy...
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OFDM for Wireless Communications SystemsArtech House Publishers, 2004
Written by leading authority Ramjee Prasad, this timely new work offers a complete understanding of OFDM technology and applications in wireless communications systems, placing emphasis on wireless LANs and PANs. OFDM is a key technology for beyond 3G communications, promising robust, high capacity, high speed wireless broadband multimedia...
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